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No Pricing Table v2

Pricing Table v1
v1 - annual feature closed

v1 - annual feature open

v1 - monthly feature closed

v2 - annual

v1 - monthly feature open
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Revised Designs »

Version A

Version B

v2 - monthly

Annual

top light orange abstract
graphic.

Monthly

Annual

Antonio reviewed with Kelly. Some notes below:
Removed original orange
background color and
replaced it with a light color
photography image.

Minimized the text on top.
Included trial type within the
cta button.

Less attention on the top
area and more focus to the
colored areas below: Save
20% on annual and Most
Popular plan

- keep the same pricing tier as what's live right now. no
pricing table. Keep the question mark icon for indication
that there's a tool tip feature description. (g2w made
sense for pricing table since there was 4 tiers in the table
and more features).

Removed original orange
background color and
replaced it with a light color
photography image.

Minimized the text on top.
Included trial type within the
cta button.

Updated to 50 attendees.

Updated to 50 attendees.

Moved Save 20% under the
price. Removed USD.

Moved Save 20% under the
price. Removed USD.

Removed the amount of $
saved since that section is
dynamic and price is based
off of 1 organizer.

Removed the amount of $
saved since that section is
dynamic and price is based
off of 1 organizer.

Less attention on the top
area and more focus to the
colored areas below: Save
20% on annual and Most
Popular plan

- remove you amount you save $ next to save 20%. Only
keep Save 20% copy by the cta button.
- Which header should we move forward with?
Background for both are good.

Users loved the monthly and
annual toggle. The amount of
savings would encourage
users to purchase annual.

Users loved the monthly and
annual toggle. The amount of
savings would encourage
users to purchase annual.

- remove USD in the billed in USD monthly/annually
verbiage. Use Billed Monthly or Billed Annually.
- Suggestions:
Are there different variations on how to show the
annual/monthly toggle option.

Based on multiple
UserTesting sessions, users
wanted to know how much
you saved by selecting
annual.

Based on multiple
UserTesting sessions, users
wanted to know how much
you saved by selecting
annual.

Subhead copy tells users
he/she can click on any
feature to learn more/view
description.
Some users didn't know to
roll over the feature to get a
description.

Users liked the green check
marks and gray checkmarks
which showcased what
features are included and not
includes within each tier.

Added in text description to
tell users to hover over each
feature to learn more (see
tool tip display).

Added in subtle gray
question mark icon next to
features to indicate that you
can hover/interact to see tool
tip feature description.

Removed small question
mark icon next to each
feature.

Starter: icon next to each
feature

Search Engine Optimization
should improve with feature
description. Also G2M has a
lot of feature pages, we can
link the users to if we needed
too. (example: Learn More
CTA text link)

Pro: right justified
Plus: icon next to each
feature.
Need to change copy
messaging from hover to tap
on tablet and mobile

Based on multiple
UserTesting sessions, users
wanted to know how much
you saved by selecting
annual.

Based on UserTesting, some
users wanted a pricing matrix
/ table to easily compare
features instead of the
original version.

Shows two options of
question mark symbols next
to each feature.

Removed Amount shown is
price per month and billed on
an annual per user basis. The
messaging within the pricing
tiers tells users they are
billed in USD annually/
monthly. Depending on
toggle selection.

Somers users thought the
pricing matrix/table was
easier to understand to
compare features.

Removed Amount shown is
price per month and billed on
an annual per user basis. The
messaging within the pricing
tiers tells users they are
billed in USD annually/
monthly. Depending on
toggle selection.
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Most Up to Date

Annual

Monthly

top texture graphic

Monthly

